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Relations between hinterland and foreland shortening: 
Sevier orogeny, central North American Cordillera 
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Abstract. The tectonic relations between foreland and hinterland 

deformation in noncollisional orogens are critical to understanding 
the overall development of orogens. The classic central Cordilleran 
foreland fold-and-thrust belt in the United States (Late Jurassic to 
early Tertiary Sevier belt) and the more internal zones to the west 
(central Nevada thrust belt) provide data critical to understanding 
the developmere of internal and external parts of orogens. The 
Garden Valley thrust system, part of the central Nevada thnkst belt, 
crops out in south-central Nevada within a region generally 
considered to be the hinterland of the Jurassic to Eocene Sevier 

thrust belt. The thrust system consists of at least four principal 
thrust plates composed of strata as young as Pennsylvanian in age 
that are unconformably overlain by rocks as old as Oligocene, 
suggesting that contraction occurred between those times. New 
U/Pb dates on intrusions that postdate contraction, combined with 
new paleomagnetic data showing significant tilting of one area prior 
to intrusion, suggest that regionally these thrusts were active before 
-85-100 Ma. The thrust faults are characterized by long, relatively 
steeply dipping ramps and associated folds that are broad and open 
to close, upright and overturned. Although now fragmented by 
Cenozoic crustal extension, individual thrusts can be correlated from 
range to range for tens to hundreds of kilometers along strike. We 
correlate the structurally lowest thrust of the Garden Valley thrust 
system, the Golden Gate-Mount Irish thrust, southward with the 
Gass Peak thrust of southern Nevada. This correlation carries the 

following regional implications. At least some of the slip across 
Jurassic to mid-Cretaceous foreland thrusts in southern Nevada 

continues northward along the central Nevada thrust belt rather than 
noaheastward into Utah. This continuation is consistent with age 
relations, which indicate that thrusts in the type Sevier belt in central 
Utah are synchronous with or younger than the youngest thrusts in 
southern Nevada. This in turn implies that geometrically similar 
Sevier belt thrusts in Utah must die out southward before they reach 
Nevada, that slip along the southem Nevada thrusts is partitioned 
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between central Nevada and Utah thrusts, or that the Utah thrusts 
persist into southeastern Nevada but are located east of the longitude 
of the central Nevada thrust belt. As a result of overall cratonward 

migration of thrusting, the central Nevada thrust belt probably 
formed the Cordilleran foreland fold-thrust belt early in the 
shortening event but later lay in the hinterland of the Sevier fold- 
thrust belt of Idaho-Wyoming-Utah. 

1. Introduction 

Many investigations in the North American Cordillera and the 
Andes focus interest on tectonic relations between deformation of 
internal and external zones of noncollisional orogens [e.g., 
Armstrong, 1982; Jordan et al., 1983; Sheffels, 1990;/lllmendinger 
et al., 1990;/lllmendinger, 1992; Schmitz, 1994; Kley, 1996; Lamb 
and Hoke, 1997; Okaya et al., 1997; }Yells, 1997]. Relations 
between the Late Jurassic to early Tertiary Sevier foreland tlm•t belt 
in Idaho, Wyoming, and Utah and the more internal zones of the 
Cordi!leran orogen play a central role in evolving thought regarding 
foreland-hinterland relations [Armstrong, 1968; Fleck, 1970; 
/lllmendinger and Jordan, 1984; Heller et al., ! 986; Lawton, 1986; 
Miller et al., 1988; }Yannamaker et al., 1997]. The area reaching 
from western Utah to central Nevada and northward into southern 

Idaho has long been regarded as the hinterland of the Sevier thrust 
belt [e.g., Misch, 1960]. Interpretations of the structural style of the 
hinterland and its tectonic relationship to the foreland thrust belt 
vary widely. Armstrong [1968, 1972, 1982] concluded that during 
thin-skinned foreland thrusting the hinterland underwent intense 
ductile deformation at middle to lower crustal depths but mild upper 
crustal deformation. This interpretation has been adopted by many 
others [e.g., Jordan et al., 1983; Miller and Gans, 1989, 1990; 
Nelson, 1990]. Folds, low-angle faults, and tectonic rock fabrics 
recognized in the region west of the frontal Sevier thrusts [Nolan, 
1935, 1962; Misch, 1960; Cebull, 1967; Quinlivan et al., 1974; Hose 
and Blake, 1976; Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970] have been 
interpreted either to affect only deeper structural levels [e.g., Miller 
et al., 1988; Miller and Gans, 1989], to record only minor crustal 
shortening [/lllmendinger and Jordan, 1984; Miller and Hoisch, 
1992; Miller and Lush, 1994], or to have formed during subsequent 
Mesozoic and/or Cenozoic crustal extension [e.g., Moores et al., 
1968; Armstrong, 1972]. In contrast, syntheses by Speed [1983] and 
Speed et al. [1988] included significant contraction along a "Eureka 
thrust belt" in central Nevada, but the nature, magnitude, and 
tectonic significance of this thrust belt were largely unspecified. 
Resolution of the uncertainties in age and kinematics of hinterland 
deformation also is necessary to future improvements in kinematic 
synthesis of Cordilleran subduction-related orogeny [e.g., Bird, 
19981. 

Major problems in defining the Sevier hinterland and in 
elucidating its structural history reflect difficulties in distinguishing 
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among different ages and kinematic histories of structures (e.g., 
compare Misch [1960] and Cebull [1967] with Moores et al. [1968] 
and Armstrong [1972, 1982] see also Smith et al. [1993] and Lawton 
et al. [1994]) and in unraveling their overprinting relations. 
However, field mapping and isotopic dating [e.g., Allmendinger and 
Jordan, 1984; Lee et al., 1987; Fryxell, 1988; Bartley and Gleason, 
1990; Wells et al., 1990; Taylor and Bartley, 1992; McGrew, 1993], 
combined with better understanding of the structural geometries of 
contractional and extensional belts [e.g., Boyer and Elliott, 1982; 
Wernicke and Burchfiel, 1982; Davis et al., 1983; Woodward et al., 
1985; Wernicke et al., 1988a], now permit clearer distinctions 
between structures related to crustal extension and contraction. 

Geologic mapping indicates that thrusts with significant offset crop 
out in central and eastern Nevada [e.g., Nolan, 1935; Tschanz and 
Pampeyan, 1970; Fryxell, 1988; Bartley and Gleason, 1990; 
Armstrong and Bartley, 1993; Taylor et al., 1993; Dobbs et al., 
1993]. These studies, including new field observations reported 
here, permit us to refine the structural development of a significant 
part of the Sevier hinterland and to evaluate the tectonic relationship 
between the hinterland and the classic Sevier foreland thrust belt 

(Figure 1). 
Defined by Bartley and Gleason [1990], the Garden Valley thrust 

system is part of the central Nevada thrust belt and comprises 
contractional structures exposed in several ranges southeast of 
Railroad Valley (Figures 1 and 2). The purposes of this paper are 
(1) to describe contractional structures of the Garden Valley thrust 
system which were previously not well understood, (2) to correlate 
these contractional structures within the central Nevada thrust belt 

and regionally, and (3) to interpret the relationship between the 
central Nevada thrust belt and the Sevier orogenic belt. Geologic 
mapping at 1:24,000 and 1:12,000 scales of the Golden Gate Range, 
Worthington Mountains, Timpahute Range, and Mount Irish plus 
paleomagnetic data and U-Pb geochronology [also see Martin, 1987; 
Armstrong, 1991 ] are integrated with published work [e.g., Tschanz 
and Pampeyan, 1970; Burchfiel et al., 1983; Wernicke et al., 1988b; 
Bartley and Gleason, 1990; Jayko, 1990] to characterize the 
structural style of the thrust belt, correlate structures along strike, 
and reevaluate the regional-tectonic framework for Mesozoic 
foreland thrusting in this section of the Cordilleran orogen. 

2. Regional Geologic Setting 

The central Nevada thrust belt is a north trending belt of 
contractional structures, continuous except where interrupted by 
Cenozoic normal faults, that can be traced for > 400 km northward 
from the Pahranagat shear zone (-37ø142q) in southern Nevada to 
the northern Adobe Range (-41ø19•q). At its southern end the 
central Nevada thrust belt projects toward thrusts and folds of the 
Sevier orogenic belt in southern Nevada (Figure 1) [Armstrong 
1968]. Part of the central Nevada thrust belt previously was 
identified as part of the Eureka belt in the area north and northwest 
of Railroad Valley [Speed, 1983; Speed et al., 1988] and the Garden 
Valley thrust system to the southeast of Railroad Valley [Bartley and 
Gleason, 1990; Armstrong and Bartley, 1993]. Although no specific 
structure has been correlated across Railroad Valley, contractional 
structures located northwest and southeast of Railroad Valley lie 
approximately along strike of each other and have comparable styles 
and compatible timing brackets. Therefore the existence of a single, 
once-continuous fold-thrust belt seems clear. 

The Garden Valley thrust system comprises the Sawmill, 
Schofield Canyon, Rimrock-Freiberg-Lincoln, and Golden Gate- 

Mount Irish thrusts and associated folds. The system is 
characterized by thrusts with long, relatively steeply dipping ramps 
and open to close folds that are typically upright in upper plates of 
thrusts; overturned folds occur mainly in thrust footwalls. Individual 
thrust faults can be correlated from range to range for tens to 
hundreds of kilometers along strike. 

Within many of the range-scale fault blocks where the thrusts are 
exposed (i.e., the Timpahute Range-Worthington Mountains, and 
Mount Irish-Golden Gate Ranges), extensional deformation is small 
in magnitude but locally intricate in geometry (e.g., Figure 2). Such 
Cenozoic extensional structures, including -N-S striking normal 
faults and E-W striking faults, variably overprint the Garden Valley 
thrust system (Figure 2). The Golden Gate Range-Mount Irish 
Cenozoic normal-fault block is separated from the Worthington 
Mountains-Timpahute Range block by large-displacement north 
striking normal faults. Tertiary volcanic rocks exposed between the 
southern Worthington Mountains and Timpahute Range (Figure 2) 
are cut by numerous normal faults that have been active episodically 
since 24 Ma [Taylor, 1992]. East striking Cenozoic normal faults 
define the southern boundary of this more extended region with the 
east trending Timpahute Range fault block. An east striking fault 
zone also separates Paleozoic strata of the Timpahute Range block 
from more extended Tertiary volcanic rocks on its south (Figure 2). 

3. Stratigraphy 

3.1. Relevant Stratigraphy 

Although comprehensive stratigraphic descriptions lie outside the 
scope of this work [see Kellogg, 1963; Reso, 1963; Tschanz and 
Pampeyan, 1970; Best and Grant, 1987; Best et al., 1989; 
Hurtubise, 1989; Taylor, 1990; Best and Christiansen, 1991; 
Hurtubise and du Bray, 1992], differences in stratigraphic relations 
of Paleozoic and Cenozoic rocks from one thrust plate to the next 
are important to structural correlation. Therefore, we briefly 
introduce the regional stratigraphy. 

The Garden Valley thrust system deforms strata typical of the 
southern Cordilleran continental margin that range from Late 
Precambrian to Pennsylvanian age [Kellogg, 1963; Stewart et al., 
1977]. The strata are dominantly clean and silty carbonate rocks 
with subordinate calcite- and silica-cemented quartz sandstone, 
siltstone, and shale (Figure 3). This well-described miogeoclinal 
sequence permitted mapping and correlation of the same formations 
throughout most of the area. Cenozoic rocks that overlie the thrust 
system are mostly Tertiary ash flow tuffs with subordinate lava 
flows, freshwater limestone, and continental siliciclastic rocks of 
both Tertiary and Quaternary ages (Figure 3). 

Because a regional decollement is not exposed, the oldest rocks 
exposed in the thrust plates provide the only information about the 
depth of a regional thrust decollement. In the Grant and Quinn 
Canyon Ranges the Lower Cambrian Prospect Mountain Quartzite 
is exposed in thrust plates. The oldest rocks exposed in other ranges 
are Middle Cambrian or younger. Therefore a regional decollement 
would have to lie below the Lower Cambrian rocks carried by the 
Garden Valley thrust system. 

3.2. Sub-Tertiary Unconformity 

The unconformity beneath Tertiary strata served as the principal 
datum for reconstructing cross sections to their preextensional 
geometry (Figure 4). The outcrop pattem and angularity of the sub- 
Tertiary unconformity indicates that the unconformity ascends 
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Figure 1. Locations and names of ranges (stippled), valleys (white) and major contractional structures that are 
discussed in the text, including the Garden Valley thrust system. Box within the inset shows the location of the 
larger map. A, northern Adobe Range; CNTB, central Nevada thrust belt; EB, Eureka thrust belt [after Speed et al., 
1988]; EPF, East Pahranagat fault; Fs, Freiberg stock; GGR, Golden Gate Range; GPT, Gass Peak thrust; LCTS, 
location of Last Chance thrust system; LD, Lincoln duplex; L T, Lincoln thrust; MI, Mount Irish; MIT, Mount Irish 
thrust; P,4, Pintwater anticline; PSZ, Pahranagat Shear Zone; ST, Schofield thrust; TMA, Timber Mountain 
anticline; TR, Timpahute Range; and WM, Worthington Mountains. 
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Figure 2. Tectonic map showing major structures of part of the Garden Valley thrust system and traces of major 
Cenozoic normal and strike-slip faults that overprim them. 

structurally to the west through successive thrust plates, as might be 
expected crossing an east vergent thrust belt. The angular 
discordance across the unconformity mainly reflects folding and 
tilting of Paleozoic rocks during thrusting and only locally within 
one thrust plate includes the effects of pre-Oligocene extension 
which was of small magnitude. 

Late Oligocene age tuffs unconformably overlie Devonian and 
Mississippian rocks in the Golden Gate-Mount Irish thrust plate, 
which is the easternmost thnmt plate (Figures 1 and 2). Restoration 
of cross sections to thrust belt geometry must account for the 
moderate (200-35 ø) westward dip of compaction foliation in these 

ash flow tuffs. Tertiary normal faults commonly displace these tuffs 
in the Mount Irish Range and are rare in the southern Golden Gate 
Range. Also, in this thrust plate, one prevolcanic normal fault crops 
out in the eastern Timpahute Range. 

Tertiary tuffs exposed at the southern end of the Worthington 
Mountains unconformably overlie Mississippian rocks that lie in a 
duplex above this thrust plate. The unconformity is low to moderate 
angle, dips gently east, and is cut and tilted by west dipping 
Cenozoic normal faults. 

In the central and eastern parts of the Timpahute Range, shallow 
to moderately west dipping Tertiary ash flow tuffs overlie 
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Figure 3. Representative stratigraphy of the Garden Valley thrust system. Differences in the Ordovician units are 
important for distinguishing the thrust plates. Stratigraphy of the Rimrock-Freiberg-Lincoln thrust plate is modified 
from BartIcy and Gleason [1990]. The Mount Irish-Golden Gate thrust plate column also includes the 
unconformably overlying Cenozoic units, which were deposited after thrusting. The standard lithologic symbols 
are used. Dark ovals indicate chert nodules. 

Ordovician to Devonian rocks in the Lincoln plate, which 
structurally overlies the duplex and the underlying Mount Irish 
thrust plate. The sub-Tertiary unconformity is not preserved on the 
northern continuation of this thrust plate in the Worthington 
Mountains, which causes greater uncertainty in reconstructing the 
preextensional geometry of this area. 

Tertiary volcanic and sedimentary rocks overlie Ordovician to 
Devonian strata of the Rimrock thrust plate and Ordovician strata of 
the Sawmill plate in the Grant and Quinn Canyon Ranges. Pre- 
Oligocene removal of mid-Paleozoic strata appears to be a 
distinctive feature of the Sawmill thrust plate as a result of its high 
structural position. 

Relationships across the sub-Tertiary unconformity on the 
Schofield Canyon thrust plate, including the Timber Mountain 
anticline, are uncertain. Field exposures are insufficient to 
determine if Oligocene tuffs exposed in the Troy Canyon area 
[Cebull, 1967, 1970; Fryxell, 1988] depositionally overlie Cambrian 
strata of the overturned limb of the Timber Mountain anticline or if 

they were faulted into that position. 

4. Age of Contraction 

The age of contraction on the Garden Valley thrust system is only 
widely bracketed by stratified rocks. Thrusts in the system cut or 

fold strata as young as Pennsylvanian. No known Permian or 
Mesozoic strata crop out in the area. The oldest strata not involved 
in shortening are Oligocene strata, which overlie the Golden Gate, 
Mount/fish, and Lincoln thrusts or thrust plates. However, farther 
north in the central Nevada thrust belt, Permian and Cretaceous 
rocks are deformed [e.g., Taylor et al., 1993; Vandervoort and 
Schmitt, 1990]. 

Four small plutons cut structures or tilted strata in the Garden 
Valley thrust system. These plutons were suggested previously to 
be Cretaceous or Cretaceous to Tertiary in age, so improved 
geochronology could constrain the timing of thrusting. The plutons 
either have not been dated previously or were dated only by either 
the K/Ar or Rb/Sr method. We therefore conducted U/Pb 

geochronology in an effort to bracket more narrowly the age of 
thrusting. The new data indicate plutons of both Tertiary and 
Cretaceous ages. 

The Willow Creek stock cuts west vergent structures in the upper 
plate of the Sawmill thrust in the Quinn Canyon Range [Bartley and 
Gleason, 1990]. Six zircon fractions were analyzed from a sample 
of this stock (Table 1 and Figure 5). The zircons have low U and 
radiogenic Pb concentrations. For that reason, a K-feldspar separate 
was analyzed to determine the isotopic composition of common Pb 
and the correction to the zircon data (Table 1). The analyses define 
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a discord with a lower intercept of 31.9 ñ 2.3 Ma that is interpreted 
as the age of magmatic crystallization. The Quinn Canyon Range 
includes part of a major Cenozoic volcanic center [e.g., Sargent and 
Houser, 1970], and this date is within error of Ar/Ar ages from 
Tertiary volcanic strata near there [e.g., Taylor et aL, 1989; Best et 
aL, 1993]. We therefore interpret the Willow Creek stock to be an 
Oligocene subvolcanic intrusion. The upper intercept age is 1381 
ñ 27 Ma, interpreted as the U/Pb age of xenocrystic zircon. This 

age is somewhat younger than typical basement ages for this region, 
but xenocrystic zircon could have been derived from Neoproterozoic 
clastic strata believed to underlie the area. 

Contact metamorphism associated with eraplacement of the 
Freiberg stock, a granite stock near the northern end of the 
Worthington Mountains, overprints structures related to the Freiberg 
thrust [Martin, 1987]. Three analyzed zircon fractions define a 
discordant linear array on a concordia plot with a lower intercept age 
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Figure 5. U/Pb concordia diagrams plotted from analyses of samples of plutons that cut structures in the Garden 
Valley thrust system. These plutons were suggested previously to be Cretaceous or Cretaceous-Tertiary in age, and 
thus U/Pb dating was done to better define the age of contraction or to determine whether the plutons would better 
constrain the age of contraction. Pluton locations are shown in Figure 1. Zircon fractions were analyzed from all 
stocks. In addition, sphene was analyzed from the Freiberg stock. For the Lincoln stock the circles and squares 
indicate analyses that came from two different samples from the same part of the stock. Note that the scales vary 
among the diagrams. 

of 24.9 + 3.4 Ma and an upper intercept of 1490 + 480 Ma (Figure 
5). A single sphene fraction yielded a concordant age of 25.1 Ma. 
The sphene and zircon data when regressed together yield lower and 
upper intercept ages of 25.1 + 0.3 Ma and 1420 + 100 Ma, 
respectively (Figure 5). The lower intercept and concordant sphene 
ages overlap within uncertainties, and the pattern of zircon 
discordance is characteristic of inherited xenocrystic zircon. 
Therefore, the lower intercept age defined by joint regression of the 
zircon and sphene data is interpreted as the age of crystallization of 
the Freiberg stock. The age and location of the Freiberg stock are 
consistent with it also being a subvolcanic intrusion related to the 
Tertiary volcanic center exposed in the adjacent Quinn Canyon 
Range [e.g., Martin and Bartley, 1989]. The upper intercept age is 
considered to reflect an inherited component with an age that is 
statistically indistinguishable from that of the Willow Creek stock, 
which is consistent with the intrusions sharing a common source. 

More restrictive age limits are placed on contractional structures 
by the Lincoln and Troy stocks. Paleozoic strata on Tempiute Ridge 
were steeply tilted, presumably by east vergent folding related to the 
Lincoln or a structurally higher thrust before the Lincoln stock was 
intruded (Appendix 1). K-Ar dates on biotite from the stock of 90.0 

t 2.7, 95.0 t 2.9, and 97.9 + 3.0 Ma (Krueger and Schilling [1971] 
recalculated with constants of Steiger and Jaeger [1977]) suggest 
that the stock cooled through -250ø-300øC at --- 90-98 Ma. The 
relatively narrow contact aureole and lack of regional metamorphism 
suggest that the Lincoln stock was emplaced at a shallow crustal 
level. Therefore the K-Ar ages may record cooling soon after 
emplacement of the pluton and may be close to the crystallization 
age of the pluton. Two samples (EM-3 and LM-1) from different 
parts of the same phase of the Lincoln stock (Table 1) were analyzed 
to determine a U/Pb age. In all, seven zircon fractions were 
analyzed (Table 1 and Figure 5). The data yield a poorly defined 
lower intercept age of 98 + 81 Ma. The scatter in the data is not 
significantly reduced when data from only one sample are plotted 
(Figure 5). The origin of the scatter is uncertain, but given the 
ubiquitous evidence for xenocrystic zircon inherited from a 
Proterozoic source, it is likely to reflect overprinting of Pb loss on 
discordance due to inherited zircon. Heterogeneity of the original 
xenocrystic zircon populations also is possible. However, the lower 
intercept age is consistent with the K/Ar ages from the stock, and we 
therefore favor the interpretation that the pluton is mid-Cretaceous 
in age. 
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In the central Grant Range, the Troy stock cross cuts the 
overturned limb of the Timber Mountain anticline, a large east 
vergent fold interpreted to have formed at a relatively deep structural 
level within the central Nevada thrust stack (Figure 1) [Fryxell, 
1988]. The Troy stock data yield a four-point array that defines a 
lower intercept of 86.4 + 4.6 Ma (Figure 5), which is interpreted as 
the crystallization age of the stock. The upper intercept is 1587 ñ 59 
Ma, consistent with regional basement ages. 

On the basis of these limited data we propose that much, perhaps 
all, thrusting in the central Nevada thrust belt was complete by early 
Late Cretaceous time. Regionally, contraction in the central Nevada 
thrust belt is bracketed between the Permian and Cretaceous by 
cross-cutting relations [e.g., Armstrong, 1968; Taylor et al., 1993]. 
The intrusions discussed above provide the Late Cretaceous upper 
age limit of deformation. Several ranges in the northern central 
Nevada thrust belt expose carbonate-dominated Lower to Middle 
Permian platformal strata, some of which are folded and thrusted. 
These strata include Pennsylvanian-Permian Ely Limestone (as 
defined by Lawson [1906] and Steele [1960]), Permian Arcturus 
Formation, Permian Carbon Ridge Formation, and Permian Riepe 
Spring Formation [e.g., Taylor, 1990; Taylor et al., 1993; Overtoom, 
1994]. Late Permian tectonism in the area cannot be excluded based 
on possible Permian synorogenic conglomerate in the northern 
Pancake Range [Perry, 1991, 1992] and Permian conglomerate of 
uncertain tectonic significance in the Eureka area to the north [e.g., 
Gallegos and Wardlaw, 1992]. 

5. Garden Valley Thrust System 

The Garden Valley thrust system originally included the Sawmill, 
Rimrock, Freiberg, and Golden Gate thrusts. Observations reported 
here allow us to correlate the Lincoln and Mount Irish thrusts in the 

Timpahute-Mount Irish area to thrusts in the Garden Valley thrust 
system and the Mount Irish thrust southward to the Pahranagat and 
Gass Peak thrusts. These correlations form a key step toward 
regional correlation and regional tectonic interpretation of the thrust 
system. In the following sections we describe briefly the thrust belt 
structures exposed in the Quinn Canyon and Grant Ranges, 
Worthington Mountains, Timpahute and Golden Gate Ranges, and 
Mount Irish, proceeding generally from north and west to south and 
east across the belt. This direction also is generally from structurally 
highest to structurally lowest through the thrust stack with the 
exception of the Schofield Canyon thrust. 

5.1. Sawmill Thrust 

The Sawmill thrust is the structurally highest known thrust of the 
Garden Valley system, and is exposed in structural windows in 
Sawmill and Hooper canyons in the Quinn Canyon Range (Figure 
1). Oligocene volcanic rocks unconformably overlie upper plate 
Ordovician strata at both windows. Bartley and Gleason [1990] 
described the thrusts and interpreted their modification by Cenozoic 
normal faults. They concluded that the lower plate of the Sawmill 
thrust is the Rimrock thrust plate. In the Sawmill Canyon window 
[Murray, 1985] the thrust places Cambrian and Ordovician 
limestone upon Devonian dolostone. The Sawmill Canyon window 
provides a strike-parallel exposure of the thrust and yields little 
information about fault geometry or vergence. In the Hooper 
Canyon window the Sawmill thrust cuts up section to the southeast 
through both footwall Silurian and Devonian dolostones and upper 
plate Upper Cambrian strata. West vergent minor thrusts and folds 

contained within the upper plate 3-4 km to the west of the window 
(Willow Creek backthrust zone) expose Neoproterozoic-Lower 
Cambrian Prospect Mountain Quartzite. This relation indicates the 
absence of a significant decollement at any stratigraphic level from 
Lower Cambrian to Lower Devonian. Cross-section analysis 
indicates at least 5 km of thrust slip at the exposed ramp, but a larger 
value cannot be excluded [Bartley and Gleason, 1990]. The thinner 
and more basinal facies of Cambro-Ordovician rocks in the Sawmill 

thrust plate relative to other thrust plates in the area is consistent 
with but does not require large displacement across the Sawmill 
thrust. 

5.2. Schofield Canyon Thrust and the Timber Mountain 
Anticline 

The Schofield Canyon thrust and Timber Mountain anticline crop 
out in the southern Grant Range (Figure 1). The thrust ramps 
southward from Ordovician Goodwin Limestone to Ordovician 

Eureka Quartzite in the footwall and through the Cambrian Little 
Meadows and Windfall formations in its hanging wall. The throw 
of the thrust is estimated to be 2.7 km [Fryxell, 1991]. The 
recumbent Timber Mountain anticline, located in the hanging wall 
of the thrust, is interpreted to be genetically related to it. The 
Timber Mountain anticline is intruded discordantly by the Troy 
Granite (86.5 +/- 4.6 Ma) which formed a relatively narrow contact 
metamorphic aureole that overprints and thus postdates both 
anticline-related structures and regional metamorphic mineral 
assemblages. 

The Schofield Canyon thrust and Timber Mountain anticline are 
located in the footwall of a large Cenozoic low-angle normal fault, 
the Troy Peak fault [Fryxell, 1988], whereas other mapped thrust 
belt structures in the Grant and Quinn Canyon ranges lie in its 
hanging wall. Uncertainties in the direction and magnitude of slip 
across the Troy Peak fault make structural correlations across it 
speculative. Because it is the only exposed thrust that involves 
metamorphic rocks, the Schofield Canyon thrust may be either a 
structurally lower thrust or a deeper exposure of one of the other 
thrusts. 

Cole and Cashman [1999] suggest that this deepest thrust may 
correlate to the Belted Range thrust exposed in the Nevada Test Site 
region. The structural complexity in the Grant Range makes 
correlation difficult; however, the Schofield Canyon thrust has less 
stratigraphic separation than the Belted Range thrust (2.7 compared 
to 7 km) and may be structurally lower. 

5.3. Rim rock, Freiberg, and Lincoln Thrusts 
and Related Structures 

5.3.1. Rimrock thrust. The Rimrock thrust [Bartley and 
Gleason, 1990] crops out on the east side of the southern Grant 
Range (Figure 2) and perhaps locally on the west side. The thrust 
was first mapped by Cebull [1970] and Sainsbury and Kleinhampl 
[ 1969] who did not distinguish among the primary thrust contact and 
two major Tertiary normal faults that excise the thrust plane: the 
Troy Peak fault [Fuvxell, 1988, 1991; Taylor et al., 1993] and the 
Wadsworth Ranch fault [Bartley and Gleason, 1990]). The Tertiary 
faults obscure the geometry and kinematics of the thrust. In the 
southern Grant Range the thrust dips gently to the northwest and 
places Ordovician Pogonip Group limestone on Devonian dolostone 
with a stratigraphic throw of-• 1.2 kin. It cuts down section 
northward along strike in both its footwall and hanging wall to place 
Ordovician Goodwin Limestone over Silurian Laketown Dolomite. 
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Across strike the thrust cuts up section to the southeast in both its 
hanging wall and footwall, indicating southeast vergence. 

5.3.2. Freiberg thrust. The north striking Freiberg thrust is the 
main contractional structure exposed in the Worthington Mountains 
[Tschanz and Pamœeyan, 1970; Martin, 1987]. The Freiberg thrust 
ramps up section to the east at a moderate angle (300-50 ø) through 
both hanging wall and footwall strata. The thrust cuts gradually 
upsection to the south in its hanging wall, progressively placing 
Ordovician Pogonip Group limestone and Eureka Quartzite upon a 
footwall of Devonian dolostone. Stratigraphic throws range from 
0.6 to 1.2 km (Figure 4). Mesoscale folds above the thrust verge 
eastward. Along its southernmost exposure a complex array of 
upper plate splays and breakback thrusts above the basal Freiberg 
thrust plane suggests a complex and perhaps prolonged history of 
slip [Martin, 1987]. 

5.3.3. Lincoln thrust. The Lincoln thrust [Tschanz and 
Pampeyan, 1970] crops out in the western Timpahute Range 
(Figures 1 and 3) and places Ordovician Pogonip Group or Eureka 
Quartzite over the Lincoln duplex. Cambrian rocks are exposed in 
stratigraphic continuity with Ordovician rocks that are cut by the 
thrust, which requires that the thrust cuts up section to the east in the 
hanging wall. Rocks within the Lincoln thrust plate define an upright 
open syncline. The axial surface strikes north-northwest and dips 
steeply west. A small thrust emerging from the core of the syncline 
structurally disrupts the axial surface. The thrust presently strikes 
N20ø-25øE, dips 37ø-45øW, and ramps across both footwall and 
hanging wall strata. Removal of 20ø-25øE of eastward Cenozoic tilt 
indicates a postcontraction thrust dip of 57ø-70øW. 

5.3.4. Lincoln duplex. The Lincoln duplex (named here) is well 
exposed in the Timpahute Range and the southern Worthington 
Mountains. We interpret the duplex to end northward at a location 
south of exposures of the Freiberg thrust because of the relatively 
strong correlation of the Lincoln and Freiberg thrusts, as presented 
in Section 6. A large stratigraphic separation, east striking high- 
angle fault that separates the duplex from the main part of the 
Worthington Mountains appears to be the northern terminus of the 
duplex. 

In the Timpahute Range the duplex is floored by the Schofield or 
Monte Mountain thrusts and roofed by the Lincoln thrust (Figures 
2 and 4). Although these thrusts were recognized and named by 
Tschanz and Pampeyan [1970] and Chamberlain and Chamberlain 
[ 1990], our mapping differs from theirs. The duplex contains rocks 
as old as the Ordovician Pogonip Group and as young as the 
Mississippian Chainman Shale (Figure 3) that are deformed by north 
striking, gently to moderately west dipping thrust faults, north 
trending folds, and east striking faults that may be tear faults. The 
Schofield thrust places Ordovician rocks (Eureka Quartzite in the 
south and Pogonip Group in the north) upon Mississippian 
(Chainman Shale and Joana Limestone). The footwall immediately 
below the Schofield thrust is folded into an overturned syncline. 
The Monte Mountain thrust crops out east of the Schofield thrust in 
the eastern Timpahute Range and dies out northward. At its 
maximum exposed stratigraphic separation the Monte Mountain 
thrust places sandstone and carbonate of the lower Devonian 
Guilmette Formation over Mississippian limestone. Relations of the 
Monte Mountain thrust to the Mount Irish anticline and thrust are 

obscured by north striking normal faults of both prevolcanic and late 
Cenozoic ages and a Cenozoic anticline-syncline pair (Figure 4). 
The small stratigraphic separation and decrease of slip northward 
across the thrust within the range both suggest that the Monte 
Mountain thrust is not regionally continuous. 

The Lincoln duplex in the Worthington Mountains comprises 
rocks ranging from the Devonian Guilmette Formation to the 
Mississippian Chainman Shale that are folded and imbricated by 
several gently west dipping faults. Folds measured in Mississippian 
limestone plunge gently north (Figure 6), suggesting a maximum 
shortening direction that trends roughly N80øE. Low-angle faults 
variously place younger rocks on older and older on younger. 
However, rocks within the duplex are overturned locally, and 
therefore younger-over-older relations across faults may reflect 
either thrusting in an overturned section or overprinting by low- 
angle normal faults. 

Our correlation of imbricated rocks in the southern Worthington 
Mountains with the Lincoln Duplex is not unique because in the 
southern Worthington Mountains the roof thrust, if present, has been 
eroded away. The imbricate zone in the Worthington Mountains 
therefore may have lacked a roof thrust and may have been an 
imbricate fan. However, the low-angle faults in the southern 
Worthington Mountains converge eastward, suggesting that the 
thrusts merged updip to form a duplex rather than separately 
intersecting the surface as an imbricate fan. 

5.4 Tempiute Ridge Block and the Schofield Pass Fault 

5.4.1. Tempiute Ridge block. North trending Tempiute Ridge 
forms the western Timpahute Range and contains homoclinal 
Pennsylvanian to Ordovician beds dipping 30ø-60øE (Figure 2). 
These Paleozoic strata are cut by the Cretaceous Lincoln stock. The 
homocline is bounded on the east by the Schofield Pass fault and on 
the west by the west dipping normal fault that defines the range 
front. 

Scatter Plot of Fold Axes 

N 

BEST-FIT FOLD AXIS: 1ø,171 ø 

Figure 6. Lower-hemisphere equal-area plot showing the 
attitudes of fold axes measured in Mississippian limestone within 
the Lincoln duplex in the southern Worthington Mountains. The 
overall trend of the fold axes suggests roughly east-west 
shortening within the duplex. 
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Figure 7. Palcomagnetic results from the Lincoln stock and carbonate wall rocks. (a-d) Zijderveld-type orthogonal 
plots illustrating sample responses to progressive demagnetization, where the endpoint of the magnetization vector 
measured after each demagnetization step is projected onto the horizontal (solid circles) and vertical (open circles) 
planes. Demagnetization treatments are indicated along the vertical projections. Samples LM1G and LM3E are 
carbonate wall rock samples that we interpret to have been remagnetized by intrusion of the Lincoln stock. LM2K 
and LM4J are samples from the Lincoln stock; most samples from the intrusion are heavily contaminated by a 
strong viscous remanance carded in low-coercivity phases that made it difficult to isolate a stable primary 
remanance. (e) Lower-hemisphere equal-area projection of site mean directions for the four sites (circles) and mid- 
Cretaceous expected directions (squares) derived from three compilations of North America palcomagnetic poles, 
both with associated projected cones of 95% confidence. 

Palcomagnetic data (Appendix 1) from the Lincoln stock and 
carbonate wall rocks indicate no more than 15 ø of southeast side 

down tilting of the stock and its wall rocks since intrusion (Figure 
7). This implies that wall rock bedding was steeply tilted prior to 
intrusion. Because the Schofield Pass fault truncates the contact 

aureole of the stock and therefore was active after intrusion, we 

conclude that the majority of tilting of the Tempiute Ridge block is 
significantly older than and unrelated to displacement across the 
Schofield Pass fault. 

5.4.2. Schofield Pass fault. The Schofield Pass fault, located in 
the western Timpahute Range, places rocks as young as 
Pennsylvanian in the Tempiute Ridge block on the west against 
strata as old as Cambrian (Table 2) on the east, a stratigraphic 
separation of-• 4000 m (Figure 3). The straight trace of the 
Schofield Pass fault across topography indicates a steep dip, but 
poor exposure prevents determination of the dip direction. The 
Schofield Pass fault cuts the contact metamorphic aureole of the 
Cretaceous Lincoln stock that intrudes the northem Tempiute Ridge 
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Table 2. Fossils From Cambrian Rocks in the Timpahute Range a 

Meters Below Sample Fossil Fossil(s) Zone 
Ordovician Type 
Goodwin Limestone 

37 TR-95-4 inarticulate Lannarssonella sp. Elvinia 
brachipods 

55 TR-95-3 trilobites Kindbladia sp. Elvinia 

100 TR-95-2 thiobites Dunderbergia Dunderbergia 
variagranula Palmer 

100 TR-95-2 trilobites Pterocephalia Dunderbergia 
compare concava Palmer 

100 TR-95-2 trilobites Homagnostus tumidosus Dunderbergia 
(Hall and Whitfield). 

113 TR-95-1 trilobites Meteoraspis sp. Crepicephalus 
113 TR-95-1 trilobites Llanoaspis sp. Crepicephalus 
113 TR-95-1 trilobites Kingstonia sp. Crepicephalus 

aFossils collected from a section through the lowest stratigraphic unit in the Lincoln thrust plate, just east of the Schofield Pass fault, indicate 
the unit age (Figure 2). The biostrafigraphic zones range from uppermost Middle Cambrian (Crepicephalus) to Middle Upper Cambrian (Elvinia) 
[Palmer, 1998]. They show that (1) the Lincoln thrust must cut down into the Cambrian and (2) the Schofield Pass fault cuts Cambrian rocks 
on its east side. Fossils were collected under the direction of M. N. Rees and were identified by A. R. Palmer (personal communication, 1998). 

homocline. Several east striking Cenozoic normal faults that 
probably postdate early slip on the Schofield Pass fault transfer slip 
onto it, reactivating it as a strike-slip fault (Figure 4). We therefore 
infer at least some post mid-Cretaceous and postintrusion slip across 
the fault. 

5.4.3. Structural position of the Tempiute Ridge block. The 
structural position of the Tempiute Ridge block in the thrust stack 
and the type and structural significance of the Schofield Pass fault 
are uncertain. Roeder [1989] interpreted the Schofield Pass fault to 
be the Lincoln thrust, synformally folded such that it reintersects the 
Earth's surface to the west of its frontal exposure, and therefore 
interpreted the Tempiute Ridge block to be a window into the 
underlying Mount Irish thrust plate. However, on the basis of 
geometric evidence and reasoning presented below, we interpret the 
Schofield Pass fault to be a west side down normal or oblique-slip 
fault along which the Tempiute Ridge block was emplaced from a 
structurally higher position. 

Rocks of the Tempiute Ridge block range up to Pennsylvanian in 
age, yet the youngest rocks in the footwalls of both the Mount Irish 
and Lincoln thrusts are Mississippian. This relationship requires 
that either the thrust system cuts down section in the direction of 
transport or the Tempiute Ridge block is part of the Lincoln or a 
higher thrust plate. Because thrust faults normally cut up section in 
the direction of transport [e.g., Dahlstrom, 1969], and because no 
evidence contradicts this assumption in the Garden Valley thrust 
system, Taylor et al. [1994] inferred a thrust beneath Tempiute 
Ridge which they suggested was structurally higher than the Lincoln 
thrust. However, the geometries of strata in the Tempiute Ridge 
block and the Lincoln thrust plate also permit derivation of the 
Tempiute block from the Lincoln plate (Figure 4). 

Pre Late Cretaceous tilting of the Tempiute Ridge block probably 
occurred during displacement across either the Lincoln or a higher 
thrust, whereas west side down movement across the Schofield Pass 
fault occurred significantly later. Field and regional relations are 
consistent with the Schofield Pass fault being a west dipping 

Cenozoic high-angle normal fault that was reactivated as a strike- 
slip fault. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that the 
Schofield Pass fault was once a steeply east dipping reverse fault. 

5.5. Golden Gate, Mount Irish, and Pahranagat Thrusts 

5.5.1. Golden Gate thrust. The Golden Gate thrust is exposed 
for •6.5 km on the eastern flank of the Golden Gate Range where it 
strikes generally north and dips 41ø-56øW after removing 24 ø of 
westward Cenozoic tilt (Armstrong and BartIcy [ 1993], on which the 
following summary is based). The thrust slip goes to zero where it 
terminates northward in a complex pattern of open folds and high- 
angle faults. Net slip increases southward to -• 2.5 km such that the 
thrust places Ordovician rocks upon Mississippian Joana Limestone 
in the southernmost part of the range. The thrust defines a steep 
footwall ramp through gently dipping, weakly deformed strata of the 
footwall block. The main hanging wall structure is a gently north 
plunging, upright to steeply inclined anticline that opens northward 
into a boxfold. The western limb and subhorizontal top of the box 
fbld project westward under Tertiary cover, leaving much of the 
back limb of the Golden Gate anticline unexposed. Imbricate splays 
along the thrust bound-horses that contain subvertical bedding. 

5.5.2. Mount Irish Thrust. Although the Mount Irish thrust 
either has been excised by or reactivated as a Cenozoic fault along 
much of its exposed length (Figure 2) [Bartley and Taylor, 1992], 
its geometry and footwall relations resemble those of the southern 
part of the Golden Gate thrust. The younger fault diverges 
southward from the thrust, leaving the Mount Irish thrust relatively 
tinmodified on the south side of the range. At this location the thrust 
places uppermost Cambrian or lowermost Ordovician limestone 
upon a faulted and folded footwall of Mississippian and Devonian 
rocks (Figure 2). The fault presently dips 39øW in the south where 
the fault is unmodified. Removal of 200-25 ø of westward Cenozoic 

tilting suggests that the thrust originally dipped - 20øW at the end 
of thrust movement, Splays along the thrust-bound horses contain 
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steeply dipping to overturned Devonian and Mississippian beds. 
The steep dip and the moderate- to high-angle truncation of footwall 
bedding both indicate that the exposed part of the thrust is a footwall 
ramp. 

The upper plate structure is dominated by a large anticline here 
named the Mount Irish anticline (Figure 2). The fold is broad- 
hinged and open, with a steeply dipping axial surface and a short 
eastern limb that ends at the thrust. Northward truncation of the 

Mount Irish anticline against the Mount Irish thrust where it is 
strongly modified by Cenozoic faulting suggests that the younger 
•hult cut out at least parts of the thrust rather than reactivated it. 
Removal of 200-25 ø of Cenozoic-age westward tilt suggests that the 
bedding on the eastern limb generally was nearly horizontal or 
dipped gently east (except immediately near the thrust) and bedding 
on the western limb dipped moderately to steeply west just after 
contraction. 

The geometry and structural development of the Mount Irish 
thrust and anticline resemble relations exposed in the Golden Gate 
Range to the north and the Pahranagat Range to the south. 
Implications of this resemblance are examined in Section 6. 

5.5.3. Pahranagat thrust. The Pahranagat thrust is cut out or 
reactivated by a Cenozoic normal fault or covered by Cenozoic 
strata throughout the Pahranagat Range (Figures 1 and 4). Several 
lines of evidence indicate the existence of this thrust. (1) A fault on 
the eastern side of the range offsets Tertiary volcanic rocks in a 
normal sense but places older Paleozoic rocks (Devonian) over 
younger (Mississippian). This relationship would result if a 
Cenozoic normal fault cut out or reactivated a preexisting thrust 
fault (the Pahranagat thrust) if the normal fault had less slip than the 
thrust fault. However, a similar relationship might result if a 
postvolcanic rock normal fault cut through and displaced an east 
dipping Mesozoic or early Tertiary normal fault that moved before 
emplacement of Oligocene strata in the Pahranagat Range [Taylor 
et al., 1989; Taylor and Bartley, 1992; Axen et al., 1993]. (2) 
Reverse faults, including the East Pahranagat thrust (Figures 1 and 
8), and an associated syncline crop out east of the fault just 
.described [Tschanz and Parnpeyan, 1970; Jayko, 1990]. These 
reverse faults and the syncline resemble faults that cut a syncline 
,east of the Golden Gate and Mount Irish thrusts. However, this 
.syncline is better preserved than in areas to the north. (3) The three 
large panels of Paleozoic rocks in the Pahranagat Range have 
different dips, implying the presence of a hanging wall anticline 
similar to that in the hanging walls of the Golden Gate and Mount 
Irish thrusts (Figure 4d). In the western panel, strata of the 
Cambrian Bonanza King Formation through Mississippian limestone 
are exposed dipping 30ø-50øENE. These rocks form the western part 
of the anticline. A west dipping nonplanar normal fault (Badger 
Mountain fault of Jayko, 1990) separates the western and central 
panels, and tilted the western panel -30ø-50øENE. In the central 
panel, strata of the Cambrian Bonanza King Formation through 
Mississippian limestone are exposed dipping 70ø-30øNE. The 
central panel forms the eastern part of the anticline. The eastern 
panel, interpreted to be the footwall of the Pahranagat thrust, 
exposes Devonian and Mississippian strata that dip 20ø-30øWSW. 
As constructed in Figure 4, the Pahranagat thrust places Upper 
Cambrian rocks over Devonian Guilmette Formation, a stratigraphic 
separation that is slightly larger than that on the southern end of the 
Mount Irish thrust. In addition, the Pahranagat thrust has a hanging 
wall anticline, a footwall ramp, and footwall splays or imbricate 
faults. 

6. Discussion 

6.1. Structural Correlations 

6.1.1. Golden Gate-Mount Irish-Pahranagat-Gass Peak 
thrust. Tschanz and Pampeyan [1970] and Armstrong [1991 ] 
correlated the Golden Gate thrust with the Mount Irish thrust. We 

concur with this interpretation for several reasons. First, the 
structural styles and geometries of the thrusts are similar. Each has 
a broad-hinged hanging wall anticline with the eastern limb 
imbricated by backward breaking thrust splays to form horses of 
steeply dipping east facing strata. Second, the Mississippian 
limestone section above the thrusts includes a thin-bedded facies 

that is uncommon elsewhere. Finally, correlating the two thrusts 
results in a systematic increase in stratigraphic separation passing 
southward from the exposed thrust tip in the Golden Gate Range. 

We correlate the Golden Gate-Mount Irish thrust southward with 

the Pahranagat thrust, which also has a broad-hinged hanging wall 
anticline above footwall and hanging wall ramps and complex 
imbrication along the thrust plane. However, the bedding in footwall 
horses along the Pahranagat thrust, in part defined by the East 
Pahranagat fault, dips more gently than in horses along the Golden 
Gate-Mount Irish thrust. Upper Paleozoic strata on the east side of 
the East Pahranagat fault are deformed into an asymmetric to 
overturned, east vergent syncline, which we correlate with footwall 
synclines in similar age strata beneath the Mount Irish and Gass 
Peak thrusts. The Paleozoic strata that define this fold can be traced 

northward in nearly continuous outcrop to within a few kilometers 
of footwall strata of the Mount Irish thrust. In contrast, no specific 
structural context for this fold is provided by previous interpretations 
[e.g., Jayko, 1990]. This thrust correlation continues the systematic 
increase in stratigraphic separation to the south along the thrusts. 

Finally, we correlate the Mount Irish-Golden Gate-Pahranagat 
thrust southward with the Gass Peak thrust in the Las Vegas Range 
(Figure 8) [Longwell et al., 1965; Burchfiel, 1965; Guth, 1980, 
1981 ]. The Gass Peak thrust is a major thrust of the Sevier orogenic 
belt in southern Nevada and may accommodate the largest slip of 
any Sevier belt thrust at that latitude [Guth, 1981, 1990; Wernicke 
et al., 1984]. The Mount Irish, Golden Gate, Pahranagat, and Gass 
Peak thrusts all lie nearly along strike of each other in a region that 
under-went only small-magnitude Cenozoic extension. The tip line 
of this regional thrust system lies near point H in the Golden Gate 
Range (Figure 8). Passing southward, stratigraphic separation 
increases to Ordovician over Devonian (point G), Cambrian over 
Mississippian and Devonian (F), Lower Cambrian on Pennsylvanian 
(B), and, finally, Neoproterozoic on Pennsylvanian (A). Three small 
left steps occur near 37øN latitude between points E and B (Figure 
8). The steps reflect Cenozoic movement across strands of the 
dominantly left-lateral Pahranagat shear zone. Between points B and 
A the Gass Peak thrust surface is concealed by alluvitun on the west 
side of the Las Vegas Range, but its location and northward strike 
are well defined by exposures of upper and lower plate strata as far 
north as the trace of the late Neogene to Quaternary Pahranagat 
shear zone near 37øN latitude (Figure 8). Our suggested thrust 
correlation places Cambrian and younger Paleozoic rocks that crop 
out west of the East Pahranagat fault in the Pahranagat Range in the 
Gass Peak thrust plate. 

The common alternative interpretation of the trace of the Gass 
Peak thrust [e.g., Armstrong, 1968] is that it tums east near 37øN 
latitude and continues into Utah (Figure 8). The Delamar ttmast 
fault lies in the general area of this eastward deflection [cf. Tschanz 
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and Pampeyan, 1970; Page, 1992]. We suggest that correlation of 
the Gass Peak and Delamar thrusts is inappropriate for three reasons. 
(1) In outcrops nearest the Gass Peak thrust, Devonian rocks lie in 
the footwall of the Delamar thrust. If the Gass Peak and Delamar 

thrusts correlate, then the thrust would have to cut down section 
from Pennsylvanian to Devonian in the footwall in a direction 
subparallel to the transport direction. (2) The Pahranagat shear zone 
accommodated let•-normal oblique slip [Tschanz and Pampeyan, 
1970; Ekren et al., 1977; Jayko, 1990]. Therefore the trace of the 
Gass Peak thrust should be offset to the southwest not to the 

northeast, passing northward across the Pahranagat shear zone. (3) 
The Delamar thrust fault places rocks as old as Cambrian in a 
hanging wall syncline rather than an anticline over Devonian to 
Pennsylvanian footwall rocks. Although we cannot exclude the 
possibility of an along-strike change in fault-fold relations, we 
regard the consistency of fault-fold patterns provided by our 
correlation as more likely. However, our suggested correlation 
permits the possibility that some slip related to the Gass Peak or 
Pahranagat thrusts was transferred to the east, particularly along the 
basal decollement of the thrust system. Indeed, the relatively rapid 
northward termination of the thrust in the Golden Gate Range 
probably suggests that slip was relayed to more frontal thrusts in 
Utah. 

In summary, present data favor continuation of the Gass Peak 
thrust along its northward strike to link with the Pahranagat, Mount 
Irish, and Golden Gate thrusts to a lateral tip in the Golden Gate 
Range. No direct field evidence favors the conventional inter- 
pretation that the Gass Peak thrust tums noaheastward into Utah, 
although some slip transfer in this direction is likely. This proposed 
thrust correlation implies a direct structural tie between the Garden 
Valley thrust system and the Gass Peak-Wheeler Pass thrust [e.g., 
Armstrong, 1968; Burchfiel et al., 1992] of the Sevier thrust belt. 

6.1.2. Lincoln-Freiberg-Rimrock thrusts. Bartley and Gleason 
[1990] correlated the Rimrock thrust southward with the Freiberg 
thrust. This correlation was based on along-strike locations within 
the same Tertiary normal-fault block, similar stratigraphic 
separations, and a similar facies of the middle Pogonip Group in the 
hanging wall. We retain the correlation and, for similar reasons, 
correlate the Freiberg thrust with the Lincoln thrust. In particular, 
Pogonip Group facies in the Timpahute Range resemble those in the 
Worthington Mountains and the southern Gram Range but differ 
from those in the Mount Irish-Golden Gate thrust plate and the 
Quinn Canyon Range above the Sawmill thrust. 

The continuation of the Rimrock-Freiberg-Lincoln thrust farther 
to the south is less clear. Possible correlative structures include 

thrusts exposed on the Nevada Test Site and the Pintwater anticline 
[cf. Barnes and Poole, 1968; Cole and Cashman, 1999]. The 
Pintwater anticline is a regional-scale anticline above the Gass Peak 
thrust that is inferred to be the major pre-Tertiary structure in the 
Sheep, Desert, Pintwater, and Spotted Ranges of southern Nevada. 
The anticline was disrupted by the late Tertiary Sheep Range 
detachment system [Wernicke et al., 1984; Guth et al., 1988; Guth, 
1990], and its reconstructed pre-Tertiary geometry is uncertain. 
Guth [1990] suggested that the Pintwater anticline is a fault-bend 
fold formed above a footwall ramp of the Gass Peak thrust. Caskey 
and Schweickert [1992] interpreted it to be cored by a blind 
antiformal duplex to which the Gass Peak was the floor thrust. If so, 
the blind duplex represents imbrication on a scale an order of 
magnitude larger than the Lincoln duplex. Although the Lincoln 
thrust and duplex may link to a blind duplex under the Pintwater 
anticline, no observations specifically favor this interpretation. 

Alternatively, the Lincoln thrust may correlate southward with 
the Spotted Range thrust, which places Middle Cambrian strata on 
Mississippian rocks (Figure l) [Cole and Cashman, 1999], a 
stratigraphic separation similar to but slightly larger than that of the 
Lincoln thrust at its southern exposures. Footwall rocks of the 
Spotted Range thrust contain tight to isoclinal, southeast vergent 
folds [Barnes et al., 1982] that are not observed below the Lincoln 
thrust. The Spotted Range thrust also does not lie precisely along 
strike of the Lincoln thrust, but Cenozoic extension in the vicinity 
of the Spotted Range probably is greater than in the Timpahute 
Range and could account for the difference [cf. Guth, 1990]. 

6.2. Timing of Deformation in the Cordi!!eran Fold 
and Thrust Belt 

Correlation of the Golden Gate-Mount Irish thrust with the Gass 

Peak thrust implies that the Garden Valley thrust system overlaps in 
age with the Sevier thrust belt. Age brackets on deformation in the 
Garden Valley tl'm•t system (Pennsylvanian to mid-Cretaceous; ca. 
85 Ma) are sufficiently wide to be easily compatible with such a 
correlation. In this case it is worthwhile to examine implications for 
the time-space pattern of deformation. 

The timing of Sevier thrusts in southern Nevada and southeastern 
California is largely based on ages of prekinematic and synkinematic 
intrusions and on the age of the synorogenic Lavinia Wash 
conglomeratic sequence [Burchfiel and Davis, 1971, 1988; Carr, 
1980, 1983; Cowan and Bruhn, 1992; Burchfiel et al., 1992]. This 
evidence indicates that contraction across the southern Sevier thrust 

belt occurred between- 200 and 92 Ma, i.e., Middle Jurassic to 
early Late Cretaceous time [Burch•el and Davis, 1975; Walker et 
al., 1995]. 

The age of initiation Sevier thrusting is controversial. However, 
all data are consistent with activity between latest Jurassic and 
Eocene times. DeCelles et al. [ 1995] used clast provenance to tie 
foreland basin conglomerate deposits to specific thrust sheets and, 
on that basis, interpreted thrusting in the Sevier belt to range from 
Early Cretaceous to Paleocene. On the basis of the geometry, 
contact relations, facies patterns, and provenance of foredeep 
deposits and overlap assemblages, Lawton et al. [1997] inferred that 
the emplacement of thrust sheets in south-central Utah began in the 
latest Jurassic and persisted into Eocene time. In contrast, Schwans 
and Campion [ 1997] used sequence stratigraphy of foreland basin 
strata and overlap assemblages to suggest that Sevier thrusting did 
not begin until the Albian (late Early Cretaceous). 

Schwans and Campion [1997] therefore inferred that Sevier 
thrusting began in Utah very near the end of thrusting in southern 
Nevada. Combined with our revised thrust correlations, a logical 
conclusion would be that the southern Nevada thrust belt is not 

continuous with the type Sevier belt in Utah, but instead continues 
northward where it is represented by the central Nevada thrust belt. 
Such a reinterpretation would have dramatic implications for the 
time-space pattern of Mesozoic orogenesis in the western United 
States. However, we do not prefer this alternative because 
substantial evidence favors the older inception of thrusting in Utah 
proposed by Lawton et al. [ 1997]. 

We therefore interpret the Garden Valley thrust system and, more 
generally, the central Nevada thrust belt to represent an internal 
branch of the Sevier thrust belt. Continuation of the Mesozoic 

regional thrust system into central Nevada significantly impacts 
interpretation of foreland-hinterland relations in the Sevier orogenic 
belt as well as regional paleogeographic reconstructions [cf., Levy 
and Christie-Blick, 1989]. Armstrong [1968, 1982], followed by 
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many others [e.g., Miller et al., 1983], interpreted east central 
Nevada and adjacent Utah to have undergone, at most, minor 
Mesozoic contraction and to lie in the hinterland of the Sevier thrust 

belt. This conclusion requires Paleozoic strata exposed in the 
Cenozoic metamorphic core complexes of the Sevier hinterland to 
have acquired their Mesozoic metamorphic mineral assemblages in 
the absence of significant tectonic burial [e.g., Armstrong, 1982; 
Miller et al., 1983]. However, central Nevada belt thrust sheets may 
contribute to tectonic burial. Recognition of the central Nevada 
thrust belt as a significant tectonic element linked to the Sevier 
thrust belt refutes Armstrong's [ 1968] interpretation of negligible 
crustal contraction in the hinterland of central and eastern Nevada. 

In addition, it suggests that the area typically called the hinterland of 
the Sevier thrust belt may have been the early formed part of the 
Cordilleran fold-and-thrust belt and only later lay in the hinterland, 
assuming generally normal-sequence thrusting. 

7. Conclusions 

We expand the definition of the Garden Valley thrust system 
such that it consists of the Sawmill, Schofield Canyon, the Rimrock- 
Freiberg-Lincoln, and Golden Gate-Mount Irish thrusts and the 
Lincoln duplex, exposed in the Grant, Quinn Canyon, Golden Gate, 
Timpahute, and Mount Irish Ranges and the Worthington 
Mountains. We propose that this thrust system is directly structurally 
linked to the Sevier orogenic belt by the correlation of the Golden 
Gate-Mount Irish thrust to the Gass Peak thrust of the Sevier belt in 

southern Nevada. The correlation implies that the Gass Peak thrust 
either does not continue northeastward or that only some of its slip 
is transferred or partitioned onto thrusts exposed in Utah. A direct 
link of the central Nevada thrust belt to the Sevier belt carries two 

further regional tectonic implications. First, it provides robust 
evidence of significant Sevier age crustal contraction in eastern 
Nevada, including the metamorphic core complex belt. Second, it 
suggests that eastern Nevada should be regarded not as an 
undeformed part of the hinterland of the Sevier orogenic belt but 
instead is an integral part of that fold-thrust belt. 

Appendix 1: Paleomagnetic Data and Methods 

To determine the timing of tilting relative to intrusion of 
Paleozoic strata exposed in Tempiute Ridge, we obtained 
paleomagnetic data from the mid-Cretaceous Lincoln stock (two 
sites) and carbonate wall rocks (two sites) within 25 m of the contact 
(Figure 2). Samples were collected as standard 2.5 cm cores using 
a portable drill. Specimen preparation, measurement of natural 
remanent magnetization, progressive demagnetization, and 
evaluation of the components of magnetization all follow standard 
procedures described elsewhere [e.g., Holm et al., 1993]. 

The overall response to progressive demagnetization of samples 

from the stock and contact rocks varied (Figure 7). The 
magnetization in contact-metamorphosed carbonate rocks is carded 
principally by pyrrhotite; this interpretation is based on the 
demagnetization behavior of these rocks. Pyrrhotite is reputed to be 
the dominant remanence carrier in contact-metamorphosed 
carbonate rocks [e.g., Gillett et al., 1982]. Alternating field (AF) 
demagnetization was ineffective in isolating a stable magnetization, 
yet thermal demagnetization resulted in essentially complete 
unblocking of the magnetization by -• 330øC (Figures 7a and 7c). 
The principal remanent magnetic carder in the Lincoln stock is 
magnetite of relatively low coercivity. About half of the samples 
from the stock yielded interpretable demagnetization results (Figures 
7b and 7d). The magnetization has a moderate positive inclination 
and a north to northwest declination (Figure 7e). 

Samples from all four sites (two contact sites and two in the 
stock) yielded well-grouped magnetizations that were isolated over 
a range of moderate- to high-peak alternating fields or laboratory 
unblocking temperatures. Site mean directions from all sites are 
reasonably well defined (Figure 7e) with an a95 value of < 10 ø. The 
characteristic magnetizations are interpreted to reflect mid- 
Cretaceous thermal remanence based on interpretation of published 
K/Ar ages as the age of pluton emplacement• This is consistent with 
the normal field polarity obtained at all four sites. The four in situ 
site means are 7ø-10 ø shallower in inclination but similar in 

declination to the mid-Cretaceous expected directions for the 
locality based on three estimates of mid-Cretaceous paleomagnetic 
poles (Figure 7) [Irving and Irving, 1982; Globerman and Irving, 
1988; Gordon et al., 1984]. 

The lack of a declination anomaly between observed and 
expected directions suggests that the Tempiute Ridge block did not 
undergo significant vertical axis rotation since the mid-Cretaceous. 
This conclusion is consistent with paleomagnetic results from 
Oligocene ash flow tuffs in the Mount Irish area and the Golden 
Gate Range [Overtoom and Bartley, 1996; Overtoom, 1994]. 
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